
 

EUROLITE LED IP Landscape spot 6000K 3x1W
Garden lights with LED technology

Art. No.: 50498641
GTIN: 4026397234442

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397234442

Weight: 0,86 kg

Length: 0.15 m

Width: 0.10 m

Heigth: 0.18 m

Description:

Gardens will beam with joy!
It is known from America. Around Christmas families almost compete in the field of garden
illumination. There are even Christmas illumination contests, where the most outlandish and
beautiful installations are awarded. Of course not everybody has to be so enthusiastic and
passionate and has to bring out such heavy artillery, to illuminate one's garden. Sometimes it
absolutely enough, to skillfully illuminate a tree, a shrub or a facade and thus create the right
atmosphere. The best example is set by our EUROPALMS Landscape spot. Via a skewer, the
spot can perfectly be placed in the ground or between some rocks. In addition, it awards
flexibility as it helps to adjust the horizontal and vertical tilt. The spot shines with 3 one Watt
LEDs and is available in different colors. Take your chance and give your best attention to your
garden.

Features:

- Static metal spot
- For architectural lighting or garden illumination
- Jet-proof construction for outdoor use
- Adjustment possibilities for horizontal and vertical tilt
- Fixation screws at bracket and stake
- Advantages of LED technology: long life of the LEDs, low power consumption, minimal heat

emission, defacto maintenance free with brilliant light radiation

- Ready for connection with 200 cm power cord and safety-plug

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn50498641.html


Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 4 W

IP classification: IP65

Beam angle (1/2 peak): 45°

Luminous flux: 138 lm

Dimensions: Width: 9,8 cm

 Depth: 9,8 cm

 Height: 32,6 cm

Protection class: IP65

Light ouput intensity: 138 Lm

Beam angle: 45°

LED number: 3

LED type: 1 W, high-power

Color temperature: 6000 K

Dimensions (L x W x H): 98 x 98 x 326 mm

Weight: 0.8 kg
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